Since the atomic force microscope (AFM) has evolved into a general purpose platform for mechanical experiments at the nanoscale, the need for a simple and generally applicable localization of the AFM cantilever in the reference frame of an optical microscope has grown. Molecular manipulations like in single molecule cut and paste or force spectroscopy as well as tip mediated nanolithography are prominent examples for the broad variety of applications implemented to date. In contrast to the different kinds of superresolution microscopy where fluorescence is used to localize the emitter, we, here, employ the absorbance of the tip to localize its position in transmission microscopy. We show that in a low aperture illumination, the tip causes a significant reduction of the intensity in the image plane of the microscope objective when it is closer than a few hundred nm. By independently varying the z-position of the sample slide, we could verify that this diffraction limited image of the tip is not caused by a near field effect but is rather caused by the absorbance of the transmitted light in the low apex needle-like tip. We localized the centroid position of this tip image with a precision of better than 6 nm and used it in a feedback loop to position the tip into nano-apertures of 110 nm radius. Single-molecule force spectroscopy traces on the unfolding of individual green fluorescent proteins within the nano-apertures showed that their center positions were repeatedly approached with very high fidelity leaving the specific handle chemistry on the tip's surface unimpaired. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
The atomic force microscope (AFM) plays an increasingly important role in numerous research fields ranging from nano-sciences where they initially were developed for material research and life sciences. 1, 2 Originally utilized for topographic surface imaging, this microscope technique evolved as an indispensable tool for spectroscopic analysis of mechanical, electric, or even magnetic surface properties. 3, 4 Besides, its capability to employ forces in the realm of interor intramolecular bonds opened up an entire research field of biophysical applications: from single-molecule force spectroscopy to the controlled manipulation and rearrangement of bio-molecular components on the single-molecule level. [5] [6] [7] [8] Since the first controlled nano-manipulation of individual xenon atoms by a scanning tunneling microscope, 9 ,10 the idea of an AFM performing as a robotic arm with nanometer accuracy became increasingly popular particularly for the characterization and assembly of nano-objects with utmost precision. 11, 12 While the force-resolution has been pushed to sub-pN accuracy 13 and the spatial position may be actively controlled with atomic precision, 14 AFM operations in a labcoordinate system (i.e., the coordinate system given by the sample surface) are still not routinely achieved with nanometer precision, especially at room temperature in water. Higha) Electronic mail: diana.pippig@physik.uni-muenchen.de resolution visual position sensoring and reliable alignment of the AFM to arbitrary surface objects are mainly performed under supervision by external microscopy, namely, by optical or scanning electron microscopes (SEM). First, in this manner, fully automated processes were achieved under low temperature high vacuum conditions with special AFM/SEM hybrids, which allow the controlled picking and placement of nano-objects on micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) 15 to assemble novel nano-devices.
In biophysical applications, however, where aqueous ambients and physiological temperatures are needed, the realization of the AFM as a nano-handling robot working fully automated on artificial structures is still challenging, although various applications of such high control are considered: from the analysis of non-trivial electric or magnetic field properties in structured surroundings to the controlled characterization and individual assembly of single molecules in the coordinate system of present objects. The critical issue in these applications is the highly indispensible positional control of the AFM tip. The mentioned AFM/SEM combination is performing in ultra high vacuum (UHV) and so excludes adequate conditions for most biophysical applications. Localization by conventional optical microscopes may be sufficient for a reliable positioning of the AFM on the microscale. On the nanoscale, however, new superresolution approaches seem required to overcome the diffraction limited resolution. As a third option, many research instruments in this field perform accurate tip-sample alignment by topographic scans
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Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 035109 (2015) coarsely aligned to the region of interest. After imaging, the cantilever tip is positioned on a certain feature in the scanned region. 16 Unfortunately, this method harbors several shortcomings: typical acquisition times of topographic imaging hamper fast tip localizations, as they are required for automated nanohandling. For example, operations on different objects with undefined micrometer to millimeter distances to each other would turn out to be time-consuming and thus impractical if topographic scans for each of the individual objects had to be recorded. Additionally, AFM imaging is not capable of returning steady positional feedback, so an initial alignment is prone to instrumental drift. Without steady optical feedback, errors of the automated progress cannot be actively controlled or corrected. By working to a great extent blindly, a once established tip-object distance has to be maintained with nanometer accuracy by stabilizing the whole system with secondary drift compensations. Additionally, in some biophysical applications, contact-mode scans are unfavorable if a complex surface chemistry on sample and tip is utilized. Prolonged contact between tip apex and sample surface leads to interactions and physical damage, which either rubs off the elaborate functionalization of the tip surface or comes along with clogging of the cantilever. 16 Both effects prevent or at least diminish specific interactions between tip and surface.
To overcome these localization challenges, we developed a fast and non-invasive optical technique of tip localization and subsequent alignment to specific nano-objects with nanometer accuracy. Processing the absorption profile of commercial silicon cantilevers in transmission microscopy by background correction and superresolution based fitting algorithms 17, 18 provides a spatial accuracy below 6 nm.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Most advanced AFM instruments are combined with optical microscopes. Already, a simple transmission microscope allows identifying coarse surface structures on the sample and a rough alignment of cantilever and specific surface objects for further scanning procedures. This limited alignment is based on the absorbance of the cantilever resulting in a shadow image in the transmission microscope. We present an advancement of this localization-by-absorption principle via superresolution routines that allows locating the position of a cantilever's tip to an accuracy, which is substantially better than the diffraction limited microscope resolution. Thus, relative positions of surface objects to the tip are determined to a much higher precision than their actual signal widths.
The general principle is depicted in Figure 1 : Whereas light in the visible range propagates through the cantilever to a great extent, the fraction of light incident on the high aspect-ratio tip is strongly absorbed. This is based on the fact that the absorption lengths of typical cantilever materials used in force spectroscopy lie in the same range as their tip lengths. For example, crystalline silicon with an absorbance length of about 1.8 µm in the visible spectrum (at 600 nm) 19 is rather transparent for a cantilever thickness typically in the range of a few hundred nanometers, whereas the tip with a length of several micrometers is significantly longer than this typical absorption length. An additional gold layer evaporated on the cantilever for enhanced laser beam reflection is typically below 50 nm and hence transmits about 10% of the illumination in the visible spectrum (for 40 nm gold layer thickness, 9% of the light are transmitted at 600 nm). The observed absorption signal is isolated for further superresolution approaches by background subtraction routines.
Due to the geometry of tip and illumination, the distinct absorption profile is only distinguishable from the background, if the tip apex is in the microscope's focus. For a non-coherent illumination source of a conventional lightemitting diode (LED) used in transmission microscopy, the objective collects light in a limited range of angles in the upper half space (Figure 2(b) ). This illumination angles are mainly determined by the extension and distance of the illuminating light source and not by the numerical aperture of the microscope. For a cantilever apex angle comparable to the angles of illumination, the fraction of absorbed light becomes only significant in close vicinity to the imaged plane ( Figure  2(b) , right). For a distance of about 5 cm between cantilever and LED illumination with an extension of approximately 1 cm, a maximum illumination angle of about 6
• is estimated. This opening angle compares to the apex angle of the used tip (BL-AC40TS, Olympus) of about 4
• (Figure 2(a) ).
FIG. 1. (a)
Schematic representation of the fast and non-invasive localization process of a cantilever tip using transmission microscopy. Incident light is significantly absorbed within the high-aspect ratio tip whereas it transmits the cantilever to a great part. Thus, the tip absorption profile can be clearly identified in the microscope's image plane. (b) Since the background signal, mainly consisting of absorption and scattering of the cantilever, remains nearly constant during tip-surface approach, subtraction of a non-contact image yields a remarkably enhanced signal quality for further localization algorithms. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: For increasing distance to the image plane, light passing the cantilever without being absorbed surpasses the absorbance signal of the tip. Depending on the ratio of maximum illumination angle and apex angle of the tip, its absorbance is only detectable when being below a certain distance to the image plane. Since image plane and sample surface are usually aligned for surface-based applications, the absorption signal becomes visible only when the tip is in touch with the surface. However, experimental variation of the distance between sample surface and focal plane yielded that the tip's absorption profile is independent of its vicinity to the glass surface. The observed absorption is not based on nearfield effects caused by the proximity to the glass (Figure 3) . Further, spectral limitation of the used white-light LED to monochromatic light using different filters in the light path did not change the absorption profile compared to a full-spectrum white-light LED (data not shown).
As a superposition of absorbed and scattered light from both, tip and cantilever, the absorption profile may be far from a perfect two-dimensional point-spread function, but still a projection of a punctuate object below the diffraction limit of the imaging system. The details within the spot will stay unresolved, but the mid-position of the spot, and hence the location of the tip, should be determinable with sub-diffractional precision by reasonable post-processing and superresolution routines.
The absorption profile collected by the microscope can be subdivided into two parts: a weak, static fraction given by the cantilever itself and a strong punctuate spot induced by the tip. For typical approach distances of an AFM to the surface in the micrometer range, the tip is out of focus and-as was shown above-cannot be localized or identified by absorption. During surface approach, the tip acts like a foreground object-in front of a maintained background-being only visible in close proximity to the surface. As a consequence, an image subtraction of an unfocused referencing frame allows to extract the "purified absorption profile" of the tip. Suppressing the static background during AFM approach drastically improves the signal quality for further localization routines. It should be mentioned here, that for long-term stability of the methodology, a permanent sharp focus on the surface plane is of particular importance. In order to compensate for focus drifts, auto-focus routines are indispensable to maintain optimum localization accuracy.
A more detailed study of the change in absorption signal with respect to AFM distance from the surface gives an optimum distance range for the referencing image dependent on used optics and microscope resolution. It turns out that the selection of the right distance for reference and signal frame is a fundamental factor for reliable localizations. It should be chosen as close as possible to the surface, but without the tip absorption being already distinguishable from the cantilever background signal. Setting the background frame too close to the surface results in loss of useful tip data. Appropriate selection of the referencing height is further discussed in the supplementary material. 20 After extracting the absorption profile of the tip, the signal still shows characteristic asymmetries. These may, to a certain extent, originate from optical distortions of the microscope itself as well as aberrations for imaging the extended threedimensional object. Since the tip is an object with asymmetric geometry, the absorption signal always features certain asymmetries independent of the optics. Figure 4 shows a close-up of the tip absorption signal with and without background subtraction. The signal is spread over only a small number of pixels, each corresponding to a size of about 90 nm. For this image
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Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 035109 (2015) FIG. 3. For a 900 nm × 900 nm image area around the determined tip position, the intensity during AFM approach is recorded in order to investigate the effect of different distances between surface and the microscope's focal plane (see inset for schematic principle). As a general behavior, it can be seen that the background light exceeds the tip absorption signal for distances larger than 750 nm from the focus, so no remarkable intensity change during approach can be observed in this range. For smaller distances, the absorption of the cantilever tip becomes significant and dampens the collected light intensity by absorption. Changing the relative distance between sample surface and the microscope's focus does not affect the properties of cantilever absorption during approach (color gradient from green to red). The variation of surface height is identified by plateaus in the intensity. Since the tip cannot penetrate the glass surface, its minimal height is limited and stays constant for further approach. No near-field effects at the surface interface seem to alter the behavior of the absorption profile. Thus in experimental applications, an autofocus routine can be used to align surface and image plane in a reliable and reproducible manner.
magnification, the pixel size is about the standard deviation of the localized point spread function, an optimal condition for most superresolution applications. The centroid is determined by optimizing a two-dimensional fit between model and data. The fit optimization is based on the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. 21 Usual fitting routines based on twodimensional elliptical Gaussian peak functions, however, only poorly approximate the absorption profile. Remarkable deviations in the residual provide a means for analyzing the error of the fitting process and thus of the position measurement. Substantial imbalances in the residual for a symmetric Gaussian function indicate an erroneous shift of the determined position. A uniform and low residual signal is therefore essential in order to localize the object. Consequently, in contrast to most superresolution applications, only an adapted fitting function different from a symmetric Gaussian shape is able to model the centroid of the absorption profile with nanometer precision. For adequate fitting accuracies beyond the microscope's resolution, a two-dimensional peaked function is applied featuring different widths for each quadrant, full rotational capability, and a tilted background plane (see Figure S2 in the supplementary material for further details 20 ). Figure 4 illustrates a comparison of fitting procedures without these additional degrees of freedom and reveals remarkable deviations of fit and signal in the residual. Fitting the tip via the adapted function, FIG. 4 . Fitting an asymmetric signal by a symmetric function yields poor agreement of fit and signal indicated by high imbalances in the residual. Blue color indicates a negative residual whereas red shows a positive contribution to the residual. As a result, the localized position is shifted from the actual mean position (black frame). The applied background correction reduces these asymmetries and improves the object localization via a conventional two-dimensional Gaussian fit, but according to the residual, a positional shift can still be assumed (grey frame). Sophisticated fitting routines based on a non-symmetric Gaussian function featuring four different widths and an implicit rotational angle are able to suppress remaining imbalances in the residual (red frame) and are capable to model the tip absorption adequately.
however, shows fewer imbalances in the residual. The applied model seems to represent the measured absorption profile adequately and hence to determine its mid-position accurately.
III. RESULTS
To evaluate the positional error of the presented localization method, the standard deviation of a statistically significant number of subsequent localizations was investigated. The mid position of each localization process was compared to the overall mean of all determined positions. For signal acquisition, the AFM tip, a BL-AC40TS (Olympus, Japan), was kept in surface contact for longer than the exposure time of the camera. The force threshold for being in surface contact was 180 pN. For about 11.000 absorbed photons, 150 subsequent localizations resulted in a two-dimensional Gaussian uncertainty with a standard deviation of about 5.2 nm (Figure 5(a) ). Data points were corrected for directional cantilever drift during the overall measurement time ( Figure  S3, supplementary material  20 ). The number of photons was determined by counting negative photons with respect to the non-absorbing background average.
After subtracting a referencing background image, the absorption signal can be assumed as shot-noise limited, i.e., the noise in each camera pixel should be dominated by the photons that are transmitted through the localized object and not dominated by background noise. Theoretical limits for shot-noise limited signals scale as the inverse square root of the number of collected photons from the specific object. 17 In Figure   This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
FIG. 5. (a)
In superresolution applications, the localization precision of a fluorophore's center via an optical microscope depends fundamentally on the number of collected photons. For a cantilever absorbing about 11 000 photons during exposure time, an accuracy below 6 nm is determined. The accuracy was measured as the two-dimensional standard deviation to the overall mean of a set of several subsequent localizations. The color gradient from red to blue of the data points encodes their temporal evolution with time. A linear thermal drift correction was applied. (b) The theoretical power law for superresolution applications is given by 1/ √ photons (black curve). A comparison of tip localization based on absorption shows accuracies in the same order of magnitude and equivalent photon dependency as the theoretical limit (red). Determination of the tip's position is apparently feasible with accuracies beyond diffraction. The number of photons represents in this specific case the number of absorbed photons with respect to the measured background signal. For comparison, also the localization precision of a nano-aperture with 220 nm diameter via extraordinary plasmonic transmission is shown (grey). The suitable geometric properties of the aperture-the radial symmetry and a sub-diffraction diameter-yield a transmission signal that can be assumed as a point-spread function without losing localization accuracy.
5(b), the theoretical limit of determining a fluorophore's center is plotted with respect to the number of collected photons (black). The susceptibility of the measurement considering finite microscope resolution (pixelation noise), gain, and camera sensitivity is regarded.
For comparison, the tip localization accuracy via absorption for different numbers of absorbed photons is also depicted. The amount of collected negative photons could be tuned by changing LED power of the transmission microscope as well as the exposure time of the camera. The comparison of the tip localization to the theoretical optimum reveals that, indeed, some accuracy is lost, but it settles in equal orders of magnitude and also obeys the same power law.
For additional comparison, also the localization accuracy of a nano-aperture with 110 nm nominal radius, which acts as a so called zero-mode waveguide, 22 is shown in Figure 5 (b) for different numbers of collected photons. Zero-mode waveguides are subwavelength holes in the metal coating of glass cover slips, which have no propagating light mode inside their cavity due to their sub-diffractional geometry. Using these structures, the observation volume of optical microscopes can be reduced up to three orders of magnitude compared to diffraction limited optics. 23, 24 The transmitted light used for localization arises from photons tunneling through the nano-cavity via extraordinary plasmonic transmission. 25, 26 The results show that the more adequate geometry of the sub-diffraction nano-aperture can be assumed to be a perfect point-spread function without losing localization precision compared to a fluorophore. Since both, AFM tip and zeromode waveguide, are objects not affected by photobleaching, more photons per time as well as in absolute number can be obtained compared to fluorophores. Localization of photostable sub-diffractional objects keeps the potential of accuracies even better than those usually obtained in conventional superresolution applications.
The following set of experiments quantitatively investigates the overall accuracy for the presented localization method with subsequent alignment to a specific surface object, e.g., a zero-mode waveguide. As presented before, the individual localization accuracy for a cantilever tip as well as for a zero-mode waveguide is on the order of 5 nm for sufficient numbers of collected (negative) photons. This precision should suffice to align the two objects with adequate accuracy to operate with the AFM tip within the zero-mode waveguide. The accessibility of the upper half-space of the zero-mode waveguide sample allows its employment in combination with the AFM. The experiments were performed on an artificially structured surface fabricated by e-beam photolithography 27 containing arrays of nano-apertures of about 220 nm in diameter (see Figure 4 (a) and the supplementary material). 20 The height of the apertures is 100 nm according to the thickness of the evaporated opaque aluminum film. Additional micrometer sized glass areas without aluminum serve for orientation, coarse alignment of the AFM with the microscope's field of view, and for the presented tip localization routine. A customwritten software (LabView) performs in a fully automated manner the previously described background image correction during AFM approach and determines the tip position by fitting an asymmetric Gaussian function to the measured absorption profile. After additionally localizing a specific zero-mode waveguide by its plasmonic transmission profile, both positions in the optical coordinate system are aligned by piezo-driven movement of the sample. A subsequent surface approach of the AFM should be within the respective zero-mode waveguide. For this application, very small apex angles of the cantilever tip as the one used are of particular importance. Simultaneous measurement of the contact point between surface and AFM tip serves as an experimental validation as for whether the approach was inside the aperture and thus whether the alignment of the two objects was successful.
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 035109 (2015) Due to the topography of the apertures, a 100 nm difference for successful and non-successful approaches can be measured (see Figure 6 (b)). For 14 different zero-mode waveguides within one 220 nm size array, the localization and alignment cycle was repeated 50 times each to prove its reliability and reproducibility. Additionally, some approaches next to zeromode waveguides on aluminum were performed to illustrate the signal for a failed alignment procedure. Zero-mode waveguide and aluminum approaches form two distinct height populations separated by about 100 nm (Figure 6(b) , red and blue markers). Of altogether 700 approaches in zeromode waveguides, only two appear to be not within the aperture by being outliers in the height signal. One cycle was typically performed within 15 s. The sample was sufficiently equilibrated during the preparation of the experiment, so that vertical surface drifts became negligible for the actual measurement. A sample tilt correction was applied to the data by a linear fit. The shown experiment further confirms that the presented localization method allows for a fast, non-invasive, reliable, and reproducible alignment of the AFM with a nanoobject like a 220 nm zero-mode waveguide.
In order to give a quantitative number of the alignment precision, the behavior close to a zero-mode waveguide sidewall was additionally investigated. Adding varying spatial offsets to the localized aperture position allows imaging the topography of the aperture. For small offsets, the AFM still operates within the zero-mode waveguide whereas for offsets larger than the diameter, this does not hold any more. Figure  6 (c) illustrates the contact height with respect to the offset in a certain direction. For each surface approach, tip localization and aperture alignment were repeated. Two plateaus are clearly distinguishable for the regions within and outside the aperture linked by a crossing section representing the rim of the zero-mode waveguide. Assuming a perfectly steep topography of the apertures, one would expect a stepwise behavior for this particular region. There are two main reasons for experimentally measured deviations: an extended geometry of the probing tip as well as inaccuracies in the alignment routine. Thus, the standard deviation of the rim region can be taken as an upper limit for the process accuracy neglecting other effects. Excluding points being part of the two identified plateaus (Figure 6(c), red points) , a standard deviation of 13 nm for imaging the zero-mode waveguide border is obtained. As an upper limit, this proves the nanoscale precision of the localization and subsequent alignment of the two objects.
To prove that the presented alignment procedure is not only fast and accurate but also does not damage the specific surface chemistry on the cantilever, the applicability of the localization routine in force spectroscopic measurements was tested. The mechanical unfolding of a green fluorescent protein (GFP), covalently immobilized to the bottom of zeromode waveguides, was addressed. Its typical unfolding pattern could be detected and the characteristic contour length of 77 nm was measured ( Figure 7) 28 without observing additional features in force-distance curves that would arise from harsh contact of the cantilever with the sidewalls of the aperture. For each force curve, the contact point of tip and surface was noted to ensure that the tip was actually probing within the zeromode waveguide. Furthermore, in order to prevent unspecific binding of the protein to the surface, the aluminum was passivated for protein binding sites by polyvinylphosphonic acid. 29 In a total of 850 recorded force curves distributed over 11 different zero-mode waveguides, 40 specific binding   FIG. 6. (a) The presented localization allows a fast and reliable alignment of cantilever and a given sample structure, e.g., an array of nano-apertures in transmission microscopy. To demonstrate the high reliability of the method, the tip was localized repeatedly in a specifically designed localization area and subsequently aligned with a zero-mode waveguide array (220 nm diameter and 100 nm height). (b) For each zero-mode waveguide, the localization process was repeated 50 times. As control parameter for successful alignment, the height at which surface and tip get in first contact is used as illustrated by the schematic principle. Blue markers represent tip approaches next to cavities on aluminum to illustrate the signal for non-successful alignment processes. For 700 fully automated approaches within 14 zero-mode waveguides (red), only two cycles can be clearly identified as non-successful, i.e., not inside the specific zero-mode waveguide. (c) Quantitative accuracy of the complete alignment process is checked by tip approaches with controlled offset within one zero-mode waveguide. After center alignment of zero-mode waveguide and cantilever, a specific offset in a certain spatial direction is added. By repeating the process for different offsets, the sidewall of the cavity gets imaged with a measurable uncertainty. The steep rim is mapped with an accuracy of 13 nm, giving a quantitative number for the alignment precision. Since contributions by the extended geometry of the cantilever tip and a non-ideal edge steepness of the zero-mode waveguide are neglected, the measured value can be assumed as an upper accuracy limit. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: events could be observed in less than 2 h. This represents a successful binding efficiency of almost 5%, which is in total agreement to the efficiency of a subsequent control experiment on a pure glass area on the same sample with the same lateral density of immobilized proteins on the surface. In future applications, a conventional fluorescence microscope, such as a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope, should be simultaneously triggered and force-distance information should be simultaneously collected by the AFM. Such custom-built hybrid setups combining atomic force with TIRF microscopy were developed in previous work and will allow for high-throughput force spectroscopy in zero-mode waveguides with simultaneous fluorescence read-out. 30 Strong anticipated applications of the presented tip localization method with subsequent nano-structure alignment are single-molecule cut and paste arrangements of enzymatic circuits like replication machineries or cellulosomes and furthermore force spectroscopy in zero-mode waveguides. 31, 16 With high throughput efficiencies comparable to those of standard force spectroscopy, the presented approach could become state-of-the-art in the biomolecular research of forceactivated biomolecules 32 by direct observation of enzymatic substrate turnover. 33 Since zero-mode waveguides are applicable to most biophysical assays, 23, [34] [35] [36] this optomechanical methodology could give insight into many mechanoenzymatic processes obscured so far, especially on the single-molecule level. In contrast to other localization routines, the presented superresolution methodology using the tip's absorption profile offers the necessary requisites for high-throughput experiments with efficiencies comparable to those in common force spectroscopy.
IV. CONCLUSION
Being able to localize an AFM tip with nanoscale precision in the coordinate system of a sample with macroscopic dimensions grants access to a wide range of novel applications, be it in nanoprecision manufacturing or sophisticated single molecule research. Here, we demonstrated that conventional optical transmission microscopy in combination with elaborate image analysis allows to localize the AFM tip with more than 6 nm precision with reference to the optical axis of the microscope. The large actuation ranges of the microscope stage now allow addressing large sample areas with this novel technique. At the same time, a precision is achieved that allows to investigate individual molecules. Remarkably, the elaborate functionalization of the probe, which is indispensible to such sensitive measurements, is unimpaired by the localization process. This could be verified by the single-molecule force spectroscopy unfolding experiment on individual GFPs in the apertures of a zero-mode waveguide.
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Tip localization of an atomic force microscope in transmission microscopy with nanoscale precision 
A. Choosing the background distance
Subtracting the adequate reference image isolates efficiently the tip signal for further routines by reducing the constant cantilever background. For this process, however, the choice of the right referencing frame is fundamental to guarantee a reliable localization with high accuracy. In order to investigate the localized position dependent on which images are taken for it, a wide comparison for different combinations of background and signal frames was performed. The complete AFM approach is recorded as a full set of image frames. By knowing the approach velocity as well as the contact point of AFM and surface, each frame can be associated wit a tip-surface-distance. In the case presented here, the AFM approaches linearly wit about 12.5 nm per each image frame. For the whole image set, any possible combination of signal frame m and background image n was taken for localizing the tip coordinates x m,n and y m,n . It turns out, that for tip distances larger than 200 nm the tip signal is too blurry for stable convergence of the Gaussian fit. For background frames closer than 300 nm, important signal information is apparently subtracted leading to a non-convergent fit as well (figure S1a). For image combinations within these respective distance limits, meaningful localization positions are obtained. In order to further evaluate the reliability of different image combinations the stability of their specific localization is checked. To do so, the spatial standard deviation s m,n (x m,n , y m,n ) for signal image m and a set of neighboring background images [n-2; n+2] was calculated. For a stable and hence reliable combination of two images, it was assumed, that small variations of the background image should not result in high fluctuations of the localized position. Figure S1a illustrates that a stable region (i.e. smallest s m,n values) is found for the tip being in surface contact combined with a background image in about 600 to 800 nm distance. This result is in good agreement of findings investigating at which distances the tip absorption signal becomes distinguishable from the cantilever background. For a camera image of 1 µm x 1 µm at contact position, the mean image intensity is plotted during surface approach. For a starting distance of 2000 nm, the mean intensity within the area does not change significantly at first. The tip absorbance is out of focus and therefore not imaged by the microscope whereas the cantilever background stays rather constant. For distances smaller than 750 nm, however, the image mean becomes drastically reduced by the strong absorbance of the tip (figure S1b). Since the tip absorbance is not predominant until 750 nm sur-face distance, the referencing frame can be chosen here without loosing important tip signal by subtraction, but still providing a background profile as close as possible. In the fully automated software routine, a region of interest at the tip's position is chosen and the mean intensity during approach is recorded. Out of these values the change from stagnant to declining behavior is measured in order to define an adequate picture as a reference frame. The actual signal profile is always best during surface contact. All of the measurements as well as the presented data here were done after an autofocus routine in order to have reliable results. Correction method for systematic positional drift of the cantilever tip during measurement of the experimental localization accuracy. A linear fit is applied to the data and subtracted. In this data set (11000 photons per localization), a drift of about one nanometer per minute is detected. The sample was settled on the experimental setup for several hours before measurement to minimize drift effects during data collection.
D. AFM measurements
A custom built AFM head and an Asylum Research MFP3D controller (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, USA), which provides ACD and DAC channels as well as a DSP board for setting up feedback loops, were used. Software for the automated control of the AFM head and xy-piezos during the experiments was programmed in LabView and Igor Pro (Wave Metrics, Lake Oswego, USA). Cantilevers were calibrated in solution using the equipartition theorem 1,2 .
E. Zero-mode waveguide lithography
Zero-mode waveguide samples were fabricated with negative e-beam lithography similar to [3] and [4] . The diameters of the zero-mode waveguides used in the localization experiments were measured afterwards with scanning electron microscopy ( figure S4 ).
FIG. S4.
Scanning electron microscopy image of a representative zero-mode waveguide used in the shown alignment with the cantilever tip.
F. Preparation of the sample surface
After cleaning of the samples as described in [4] and chemically selective passivation of the aluminum on the surface 5 the samples were incubated in 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (ABCR, Karlsruhe) for 5 minutes. Subsequently, they were washed in toluol, 2-propanol and ddH 2 0 and dried at 80 °C for 30 min. After deprotonation in sodium borate buffer (50mM H 3 BO 3 , 50mM Na 2 B 4 O 7 •10 H 2 O pH=8.5; Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) for 1 hour, a heterobifunctional PEG crosslinker with Nhydroxy succinimide and maleimide groups (MW 5000, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) was applied for 30 minutes at 12.5 mM in sodium borate buffer. The slide was thoroughly washed with ddH20, before it was incubated another hour with Coenzyme A (Merck Millipore, USA) dissolved in coupling buffer (50mM NaHPO4, 50mM NaCl, 10mM EDTA at pH=7.2). Again the slide was washed with ddH 2 O.
A superfolder GFP 6 construct was used and attached to the surface via an N-terminal ybbR-tag (DSLEFIASKLA) 7 . Expression and protein purification were according to [8] . Via a Phosphopantetheinyltransferase Sfp-mediated coupling strategy 9 the Coenzyme A on the glass slide was linked to the ybbR-tag of the protein in humid atmosphere at room temperature during three hours incubation time. For this, the protein construct GFP was mixed with Sfp-buffer (120 mM TrisHCl pH7.5, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 150 mM NaCl, 2% Glycerol, 2 mM DTT) and Sfp-Synthetase. All protein that did not bind to the surface was washed off step-wise by 15ml 1xPBS. This buffer was also used for the force spectroscopy measurements.
